Primordial superheavy particles, considered as the source of Ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) and produced in local processes in the early Universe, should bear some strictly or approximately conserved charge to be sufficiently stable to survive to the present time. Charge conservation makes them to be produced in pairs, and the estimated separation of particle and antiparticle in such pair is shown to be much smaller than the average separation determined by the averaged number density of considered particles. If the charge is the source of a long range field similar to electromagnetic field, the particle and antiparticle form primordial bound system with annihilation timescale, which can satisfy the conditions, assumed for this type of UHECR sources.
The origin of cosmic rays with energies, exceeding the GZK cut off energy [1] , is widely discussed, and one of popular approaches is related with decays or annihilation in the Galaxy of primordial superheavy particles [2] [3] [4] [5] (see [5] for review and references where in). The mass of such particles is assumed to be higher than the reheating temperature of inflationary Universe, so it is assumed that the particles are created in some nonequilibirium processes, such as inflaton decay [6] at the stage of preheating after inflation [7] .
The problem, related with this approach is as follows. If the source of ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) is related with particle decay in the Galaxy, the timescale scale of this decay, which is necessary to reproduce the UHECR data, needs special nontrivial explanation. Indeed, the relic unstable particle should survive to the present time, and having the mass m of the order of 10 14 GeV or larger it should have the lifetime τ , exceeding the age of the Universe. On the other hand, even, if particle decay is due to gravitational interaction, and its probability is of the order of
where m P l = 10 19 GeV is the Planck mass, the estimated lifetime would be by many orders of magnitude smaller. It implies some specific additional suppression factors in the probability of decay, which need rather nontrivial physical realisation ( [2] , see [5] for review).
The considered particles may be absolutely stable, if the source of UHECRs is related with their annihilation in the Galaxy, but their averaged number density, constrained by the upper limit on their total density, is so low, that strongly inhomogeneous distribution is needed to enhance the effect of annihilation to the level, desired to explain the origin of UHECR by this mechanism.
In the present note, we offer new approach to the solution of the above problem. If superheavy particles are created in pairs, the primordial correlation between particles in these pairs can lead to their binding, so that the annihilation in the bound system provides the mechanisms for UHECR origin.
Note, first of all, that in quantum theory particle stability reflects the conservation law, which according to Noether's theorem is related with the existence of a conserved charge, possessed by the considered particle. Charge conservation implies that particle should be created together with its antiparticle. It means that, being metastable, the considered superheavy particles should bear an (approximately) conserved charge, and such charged particles should be created in pairs with their antiparticles at the stage of preheating.
Being created in the local process of inflaton field decay the pair is localized within the cosmological horizon in the period of creation. If the momentum distribution of created particles is peaked below p ∼ mc, they don't spread beyond the proper region of their original localization, being in the period of creation l ∼ c/H, where the Hubble constant H at the preheating stage is in the range H r ≤ H ≤ H end . Here H end is the Hubble constant in the end of inflation and H r is the Hubble constant in the period of reheating. For relativistic pairs the region of localization is determined by the size of cosmological horizon in the period of their derelativization. In the course of successive expansion the distance l between particles and antiparticles grows with the scale factor, so that after reheating at the temperature T it is equal to l(T ) = ( m P l H ) 1/2 1 T The averaged number density of superheavy particles n is constrained by the upper limit on their modern density. Say, if we take their maximal possible contribution not to exceed 0.3 of critical density, the modern cosmological average number density should be n < 10 −20 10 14 GeV m . It means that at the temperature T to the mean distance (l s ∼ n −1/3 ) exceeding l s ≈ 3 · 10 7 ( m 10 14 GeV ) 1/3 1 T One finds that superheavy nonrelativistic particles, created just after the end of inflation, when H ∼ H end ∼ 10 13 GeV , are separated from their antiparticles at distances more than 4 orders of magnitude smaller, than the average distance between these pairs. This fact may have important practical implications for UHECR problem, if the considered charge is the source of a long range field, similar to the electromagnetic field, which can bind particle and antiparticle into the atom-like system, analogous to positronium. The annihilation timescale of such bound system can provide the rate of UHE particle sources, corresponding to UHECR data.
The localized pair forms bound system, when in the course of expansion the potential energy of pair V exceeds the kinetic energy of particle relative motion T k . The mechanism is similar to the recently proposed in [8] for binding of magnetic monopole-antimonopole pairs. It is not a recombination one. The binding of two different charged particles caused just by its finite initial distance.
In the case, the interaction with plasma keeps superheavy particles in thermal equilibium, potential energy of charge interaction V = α l is less, than thermal energy T for any α < ( m P l H ) 1/2 . So binding condition V > T kin can take place, when plasma heating of superheavy particles is not effective.
For electrically charged particles it happens (see [8] ), when electron positron pairs annihilate at T e ∼ 100keV. In the course of successive expansion kinetic energy of superheavy particles falls down with the scale factor a as ∝ a 2 , and the binding condition is reached at T c given by
The size of the bound system is then given by l c = m P l HαT e The annihilation timescale of this bound system can be estimated from the annihilation rate, given by
For H = H end ∼ 10 13 GeV and m = 10 14 GeV the estimated annihilation timescale is 10 45 s. In the case superheavy particles possess the strictly conserved gauge charge, ascribed to the 4th generation of quarks and leptons, as it can take place in the heterotic string phenomenology [9] , their effective heating ceases after the freezing out of the lightest of 4th generation particles (4th neutrino with the mass m = 50 GeV). Putting into the above formulae α y = 1/40 instead of α and T N ∼ 10GeV instead of T e , one obtains the annihilation timescale τ X ∼ 10 28 s.
Combining this timescale with the calculations of the primordial abundance of superheavy particles, created on preheating stage [6] , giving for the considered parameters Ω X ∼ 0.3, and taking the age of the Universe t U = 4 · 10 17 s one finds that the magnitude
It is very close to the value r X = 2 · 10 −10 , which was found in [2] to fit the UHECR data by superheavy particle decays in the halo of our Galaxy.
In case, plasma interactions do not heat superheavy particles, created with relative momentum p < mc in the period, correponding to Hubble constant H, the size of bound system exhibits strong dependence on the initial momentum distribution
